
PRACTICE AP WORLD ESSAYS

APÂ® World History Essay Prompts. The AP World History essays (or all written portions) are 60% of the exam
including short-answer questions (SAQs), long-essay questions (LEQs), and document-based questions (DBQs). *The
AP World History exam was revised in , so any questions.

Questions provide opportunities for students to demonstrate what they know best. Students choose between
Question 3 which focuses on historical developments or between the years and and Question 4 which focuses
on historical developments or processes between the years and for the last question. In this invaluable
resource, the chief reader of the AP Exam compiles feedback from members of the AP Reading leadership to
explain how students performed on the FRQs, summarize typical student errors, and address specific concepts
and content with which students have struggled the most that year. This process is called historiographyâ€”the
skills and strategies historians use to analyze and interpret historical evidence to reach a conclusion. Students
choose between 2 options for the final required short-answer question, each one focusing on a different time
period: Question 1 is required, includes 1 secondary source, and focuses on historical developments or
processes between the years and  Encourage your students to visit the AP World History: Modern student page
for exam information and exam practice. Later this summer, these rubrics will also be available as a
standalone document in the same format as the new scoring guidelines. The thesis must consist of one or more
sentences located in one placeâ€”either in the introduction or the conclusion. Question 2 is required, includes
1 primary source, and focuses on historical developments or processes between the years and  Thus, when
writing an effective essay on the AP World History exam, you must be able to write a strong, clearly
developed thesis and supply a substantial amount of relevant evidence to support your thesis. No sources are
included for either Question 3 or Question 4. The document-based question focuses on topics from â€”
Primary and secondary sources, images, graphs, and maps are included. Designed and tested in collaboration
with AP teachers, these resources include unit guides that cover the content and skills assessed on the exam,
personal progress checks, and a dashboard to highlight strengths and opportunities for growth. To earn two
points the response must use specific historical evidence to support an argument in response to the prompt.
The readers use a rubric similar to the following to determine your raw score, which can range from  Students
develop an argument supported by an analysis of historical evidence. Contextualization pt Describes a broader
historical context relevant to the prompt. Students analyze historical texts, interpretations, and evidence. This
point is not awarded for merely a phrase or reference. Scoring rubrics â€” general scoring criteria for the
document-based and long essay questions, regardless of specific question prompt â€” are available in the
course and exam description CED. To earn the second point, the response must demonstrate a complex
understanding. Learn more about the new resources Preparing Students for the Exam Create personalized
practice with a library of multiple-choice and free-response AP questions you can assign to students online or
on paper using the question bank in AP Classroom. The question choices focus on the same skills and the
same reasoning process e.


